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**A B S T R A C T**

This Letter presents a search for heavy charged long-lived particles produced in proton–proton collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV at the LHC using a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb$^{-1}$ collected by the ATLAS experiment in 2015 and 2016. These particles are expected to travel with a velocity significantly below the speed of light, and therefore have a specific ionisation larger than any high-momentum Standard Model particle of unit charge. The pixel subsystem of the ATLAS detector is used in this search to measure the ionisation energy loss of all reconstructed charged particles which traverse the pixel detector. Results are interpreted assuming the pair production of $R$-hadrons as composite colourless states of a long-lived gluino and Standard Model partons. No significant deviation from Standard Model background expectations is observed, and lifetime-dependent upper limits on $R$-hadron production cross-sections and gluino masses are set, assuming the gluino always decays to two quarks and a 100 GeV stable neutralino. $R$-hadrons with lifetimes above 1.0 ns are excluded at the 95% confidence level, with lower limits on the gluino mass ranging between 1290 GeV and 2060 GeV. In the case of stable $R$-hadrons, the lower limit on the gluino mass at the 95% confidence level is 1890 GeV.
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1. Introduction

A wide range of physics models that extend the Standard Model (SM) predict the existence of new, massive, long-lived particles (LLPs). These particles appear in proposed solutions to the gauge hierarchy problem [1], including supersymmetric (SUSY) models that either violate [2–4] or conserve [5–12] $R$-parity. $R$-parity is a quantum number defined as $(-1)^{3B+L+2S}$ where $S$ is the particle spin and $L$ and $B$ are, respectively, its lepton and baryon number. Within SUSY models, sparticles, including gluinos, may be long-lived, with lifetimes depending, for instance, on the mass hierarchy parameters, or on the size of any $R$-parity-violating coupling [13]. The study in this Letter is sensitive to many different models of new physics, in particular those that predict the production of massive particles with lifetimes exceeding 1 ns at LHC energies, such as mini-split SUSY [10,14,15] or anomaly-mediated supersymmetry-breaking (AMSB) models [16,17]. Results are presented assuming the production of $R$-hadrons as composite colourless states of a gluino together with SM quarks or gluons [18].

Due to their large mass, LLPs are expected to be slow ($\beta' y' < 0.1$ in a large fraction of cases) and therefore, if charged, to have a specific ionisation larger than any SM particle of unit charge at high momentum. The pixel subsystem [19] of the ATLAS detector [20] provides measurements of ionisation energy loss ($dE/dx$) for charged particles with sufficient accuracy to distinguish such highly ionising particles from SM particles. In this Letter, the $dE/dx$ information is used to search for LLPs using a data sample of proton–proton ($pp$) collisions corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb$^{-1}$ collected at $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV. This extends the reach beyond that of a previous study [21], thanks to a tenfold increase of the integrated luminosity and to several improvements to the analysis. It also extends the reach beyond that of similar studies by CMS [22] and ATLAS [23] carried out at the same centre-of-mass energy and dedicated to the search for LLPs not decaying inside the detector.
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1 Here $\beta$ is the speed of the particle relative to the speed of light in vacuum and

\[ y' = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1-\beta'^2}} \]
2. ATLAS detector and ionisation measurement

The ATLAS detector\(^2\) is a general-purpose detector with a forward–backward symmetric cylindrical symmetry described in detail in Ref. [20]. It consists of a tracker for measuring the trajectories of charged particles inside a 2 T solenoidal magnetic field, followed by calorimeters for measuring the energy of particles that interact electromagnetically or hadronically. A muon spectrometer immersed in a toroidal magnetic field surrounds the calorimeters, and provides tracking for muons. A two-level trigger system is used to select events [24]. The first-level trigger is implemented in hardware and uses a subset of the detector information. This is followed by the software-based high-level trigger, which runs offline reconstruction and calibration software, reducing the event rate to about 1 kHz. The detector is hermetic and can therefore measure the magnitude of the missing transverse momentum \(E_{\text{T}}^\text{miss}\) associated with each event. The tracker is made of three detector systems organised in concentric layers. The outermost layer is made of densely packed proportional gas-filled detectors [25], the radial region from roughly 30 cm to 55 cm is equipped with silicon microstrip detectors [26] and the innermost layer is covered by a silicon pixel detector [19], which is described below in some detail as it has a crucial role in this analysis.

The pixel detector typically provides four precision measurements for each track in the region \(|\eta| < 2.5\) at radial distances of 33 mm, 50 mm, 88 mm and 122 mm from the LHC beam line. The innermost pixel layer is named the insertable B-layer (IBL) [27] and was designed to maintain efficient operation of the pixel system above \(2 \times 10^{34} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1}\) luminosity, when the next-to-innermost pixel layer begins to lose detection efficiency. The hit efficiency of the pixel detector in the data sample used for this analysis still exceeds 99% in all layers. For each pixel hit the length of time with signal above threshold, known as time over threshold (ToT), is digitised and recorded. The ToT is approximately proportional to the ionisation charge and allows the calculation of the specific ionisation energy, \(dE/dx\), of a track. The ToT measurement is digitised with four bits in the IBL and eight bits in all other pixel layers. If the dynamic range is exceeded for a particular hit in the IBL an overflow bit is set, while for the other layers the hit is not recorded.

The charge released by a moving charged particle is rarely contained within just one pixel; neighbouring pixels registering hits are joined together using a connected component analysis [28,29] to form clusters. The charge of a cluster is calculated by summing the charge of all pixels belonging to the cluster after calibration corrections. To avoid loss of charge, only clusters completely contained in sensor fiducial regions are used (e.g. clusters cannot be in contact with pixels on the sensor edge). The \(dE/dx\) for each reconstructed track is calculated using the average of the individual cluster ionisation measurements (charge collected in the cluster per unit track length in the sensor), for the clusters associated with a track. To reduce the impact of the tails of the Landau distribution, which is expected to describe the energy deposition distribution, the track \(dE/dx\) is evaluated using a truncated-mean method. The average is calculated after removing the highest-\(dE/dx\) cluster, or the two highest-\(dE/dx\) clusters in the relatively rare case of more than four clusters associated with the track. More details of the calculation of \(dE/dx\) may be found in Ref. [21].

3. Analysis overview

The search strategy consists of looking for excesses in the mass distribution of reconstructed tracks with high transverse momentum, \(p_T\), and large \(dE/dx\). The mass value is determined from a parameterisation of the Bethe–Bloch relation and depends on the momentum and \(dE/dx\) of selected tracks.

Two signal regions are considered, and the selection is detailed in Section 6. The first region targets metastable \(R\)-hadrons with lifetimes such that the majority of their decays occur inside the detector. In this region, charged particles that reach the muon spectrometer are removed and the selections are optimised for \(R\)-hadrons with lifetimes from around 1 ns to several tens of ns. A second signal region targets stable \(R\)-hadrons which do not decay within the detector. In this region, no muon veto is applied, since some of the stable \(R\)-hadrons that pass through the muon spectrometer are reconstructed as muons.

Events are selected using the lowest-threshold unsuppressed calorimetric \(E_{T}^\text{miss}\) trigger. In metastable \(R\)-hadron events, the measured \(E_{T}^\text{miss}\) largely originates from neutralinos which carry away unmeasured momenta. In stable \(R\)-hadron events, the \(E_{T}^\text{miss}\) leave only modest energy depositions in the calorimeters [30] and only a fraction are reconstructed as muons due to their late arrival time in the muon spectrometer. Therefore, most of the momenta of \(R\)-hadrons are not accounted for in the measurement of \(E_{T}^\text{miss}\), and only QCD initial-state radiation (ISR) provides a visible contribution that results in a measured imbalance. Due to the neutralinos, the \(E_{T}^\text{miss}\) trigger efficiency is higher for metastable than for stable \(R\)-hadrons. The track reconstruction efficiency is, on the contrary, higher for the stable \(R\)-hadrons and penalises particles with lifetimes shorter than 10 ns, which may not have crossed enough detector layers. The searches for stable and metastable \(R\)-hadrons require slightly different optimisations.

The background is estimated with a data-driven approach, as described in Section 7. Data control samples are used to parameterise the momentum and \(dE/dx\) distributions and their interdependence, and then to generate pseudo data which predicts the background distribution. The potential signal contamination is minimised in these background samples by inverting some of the selection criteria.

4. Data and simulation

This search uses data from pp collisions at \(\sqrt{s} = 13\) TeV provided by the LHC in 2015 and 2016. The integrated luminosity of the data sample is 36.1 fb\(^{-1}\), after requirements on detector status and data quality have been applied. Further detector-level cleaning selections are applied to the data to reject events affected by calorimeter noise and data corruption.

An additional data sample, collected in a dedicated low-luminosity run in 2016, is used for the calibration of \(dE/dx\) and mass; it consists of randomly triggered events in bunch crossings where collisions are expected and amounts to about 0.4 nb\(^{-1}\).

Simulation samples are used to determine the efficiency and associated uncertainty for selecting signal events. To model signal events, the pair production of gluinos with masses between 400 GeV and 3000 GeV was simulated in Pythia 6.4.27 [31] at leading order with the AUFET2B [32] set of tuned parameters for the underlying event and the CTEQ6L1 [33] parton distribution function (PDF) set. Dedicated routines [34] were used to hadronise the gluinos; after hadronisation, about 2/3 of the events contain at least one charged \(R\)-hadron. All particles except the gluino and
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\(^2\) ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates \((r, \phi)\) are used in the transverse plane, \(\phi\) being the azimuthal angle around the z-axis. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle \(\theta\) as \(\eta = -\ln \tan(\theta/2)\), and angular distance is measured in units of \(\Delta R = \sqrt{(\Delta x)^2 + (\Delta y)^2}\).
the lightest neutralino are decoupled. The Monte Carlo (MC) signal samples include a modelling of pile-up, adding the expected number of minimum-bias $pp$ interactions from the same and nearby bunch crossings.

In order to more accurately model ISR in the signal events, additional samples of gluinos were generated at leading order with up to two additional partons using MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [35], interfaced to the PHOENIX 8.186 [36] parton shower model. The NNPDF2.3LO [37] PDF set is used along with the A14 [38] set of tuned parameters. The distribution of the transverse momentum of the gluino–gluino system simulated with PHOENIX 6.4.27 was reweighted to match that obtained in the samples simulated with MadGraph5_aMC@NLO.

Simulated events undergo full detector simulation [39] based on a GEANT4 [40] framework; the hadronic interactions of $R$-hadrons with the detector were handled by dedicated GEANT4 routines based on the model described in Refs. [30,34,41]. Signal samples were generated both for non-decaying gluinos, and for gluinos with a set of lifetimes ranging from 1.0 ns to 50 ns which decay into SM quarks and a 100 GeV stable neutralino via the process $g \rightarrow q\bar{q}ξ^0$. The decay of the $R$-hadrons and the fragmentation and hadronisation of the resulting quarks were performed with a modified version of PHOENIX 6.4.27.

To normalise the number of expected signal events, gluino pair production cross-sections are calculated at next-to-leading order in the strong coupling constant, including the resummation of soft-gluino emissions at next-to-leading-logarithm accuracy [42–46]. The nominal cross-section values and uncertainties are taken from an envelope of cross-section predictions using different PDF sets and factorisation and renormalisation scales, as described in Ref. [47].

5. $dE/dx$ corrections and mass calculation

ATLAS has used the measured $dE/dx$ to search for $R$-hadrons in several previous analyses [21,48,49]. This method has been constantly improved to take into account the evolution of the pixel detector and the experimental conditions. Detailed improvements related to the measurement of $dE/dx$ and mass introduced in this analysis, include:

- Corrections have been made for luminosity- and time-dependent variations of the measured values of $dE/dx$. The variations are due to changes in the operation parameters of the pixel system and to loss of charge collection due to radiation damage caused by the luminosity delivered. The $dE/dx$ measured in data is scaled by a per-run factor derived to keep the most probable value of the energy loss (MPV$_{dE/dx}$) constant versus time. The MPV$_{dE/dx}$ variation with integrated luminosity before corrections is shown in Fig. 1.

- A low-momentum correction for kaons and protons has been added. All particles are treated as protons in the reconstruction program, but, below 500 MeV, the effect of multiple scattering on the trajectories of kaons and protons is different from the effect on a proton and their momenta are underestimated. To correct for this effect, the difference between the generated and the reconstructed momentum of proton and kaon tracks in simulation samples is fitted as a function of momentum. This parameterised correction is then applied to the momentum of protons and kaons in data, where these particles are identified by means of their $dE/dx$ and momentum. This procedure has simplified the $dE/dx$ calibration, which is performed with low-$βγ$ SM particles.

- There is a small dependence of the $dE/dx$ on the traversed thickness [50]. For that reason the $dE/dx$ calculated in this analysis takes into account its small ($< 10\%$) η-dependence. After this correction, the $dE/dx$ depends only on the particle momentum and mass, which simplifies the background estimation (see Section 7).

- As the simulation does not include the effects of radiation damage to the pixel detector sensors, a scale factor of 0.886 is applied to the measurement of $dE/dx$ in simulation to align the MPV$_{dE/dx}$ of the minimum-ionising particles in MC simulation with data, after the run-dependent corrections to the data $dE/dx$ have been applied.

The $βγ$ of a particle, and therefore its mass if the momentum is known, can be calculated from the $dE/dx$ of its track using the relationship between $βγ$ and $dE/dx$. A $βγ$ value can only be measured in the range $0.3 < βγ < 0.9$. On average, particles with $βγ < 0.3$ have a $dE/dx$ such that the ToT dynamic range is exceeded. Particles with $βγ > 0.9$ have a $dE/dx$ which is too close to the ionisation plateau of relativistic SM particles for an efficient discrimination. This range overlaps well with the expected average $βγ$ of $R$-hadrons produced at the LHC, which decreases from around 0.8 for a gluino with mass 600 GeV to around 0.4 for a 2000 GeV gluino.

The mass of a charged particle can be derived from a fit of the specific energy loss and the momentum measurement to an empirical function motivated by the low-$β$ behaviour of the Bethe–Bloch distribution. After applying the low-momentum correction for kaons and protons, it is possible to fit the function relating $dE/dx$ to $βγ$ with only three parameters (instead of five as in the previous analysis [21]), as shown in Fig. 2. The parametric function describing the relationship between the most probable value of the energy loss (MPV$_{dE/dx}$) and $βγ$ is:

$$MPV_{dE/dx} = \frac{A}{(βγ)^C} + B$$

(1)

The $A$, $B$, and $C$ calibration constants were measured using low-momentum pions, kaons and protons reconstructed by ATLAS in low-luminosity runs where all reconstructed tracks with $p_T >$
100 MeV are considered. In bins of momentum, the reconstructed \(dE/dx\) distribution shows three distinct peaks, to which the nominal pion, kaon, and proton masses are respectively assigned in increasing order of \(dE/dx\) to obtain a \(pT\) for the three measured \(dE/dx\) values. The MPV\(_{dE/dx}\) is extracted from a fit to the distribution of \(dE/dx\) values for each particle species across all momentum bins. The mass parameterisation is valid for both data and simulation after the correction to \(dE/dx\) in simulation is applied.

Given a measured value of \(dE/dx\) and momentum, and assuming unit charge, the mass \(m\) is calculated from Eq. (1) by numerically solving the equation \(MPV_{dE/dx}(p/m) = dE/dx\) for the unknown \(m\), where the MPV\(_{dE/dx}\) is approximated by the truncated-mean measurement of \(dE/dx\). Using this method, the reconstructed mass for simulated R-hadrons reproduces well the generated mass up to about 1.5 TeV, above which a bias in the measured momentum causes the reconstructed mass to fall below the generated value. The momentum uncertainty dominates the mass resolution above masses of 200 GeV. The measurement of the proton mass in all data-taking runs used in this analysis allows the monitoring of the stability of the \(A, B\) and \(C\) calibration constants. These are found to be stable at the 1% level after all corrections have been applied.

### 6. Event selection

Events are first selected with a trigger based on \(E_T^{\text{miss}}\), which is calculated using energy measurements in the calorimeter with corrections for multiple \(p\)\(p\) interactions in each event [24]. The high-level \(E_T^{\text{miss}}\) trigger threshold varies from 70 GeV to 110 GeV during the data-taking period. In the reconstruction, \(E_T^{\text{miss}}\) is built from calibrated muons and electrons which pass baseline selections, from calibrated jets reconstructed with the anti-\(k_t\) jet clustering algorithm [51] with radius parameter \(R = 0.4\) using clusters of energy depositions in the calorimeter as inputs, and from a term that includes soft tracks not associated with any other objects in the event [52] but consistent with the primary vertex (PV). Events are required to have \(E_T^{\text{miss}} > 170\) GeV to enhance the signal sensitivity and to ensure that the selected events are near the efficiency plateau of the trigger. To ensure a good calculation of \(E_T^{\text{miss}}\), events are rejected if they contain a jet with \(E_T > 20\) GeV that is consistent with detector noise or beam-induced backgrounds, as determined from shower shape information. Unlike in standard ATLAS selections for jet-cleaning [53], a requirement on the relationship between track and calorimeter measurements of \(pT\) and a requirement on the fraction of jet energy deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter are not applied as they are found to be inefficient for signal events in which an R-hadron decays before or inside the calorimeters. The trigger is more than 95% efficient for \(R\)-hadrons with lifetimes of 10 ns or less; the efficiency decreases as more decays happen in or after the calorimeter and falls to around 30–40% for the stable case.

There are two separate signal regions with slightly different optimisations for metastable and stable particles: the isolation selections differ slightly for the two signal regions, and a muon veto is applied only for the metastable region. Additionally, events with a high-\(pT\) muon whose momentum uncertainty is significantly worse after combining tracks from the inner detector and muon system are vetoed in the metastable region, in order to protect the measurement of \(E_T^{\text{miss}}\) from rare, pathological reconstructions of muons. After passing the trigger and \(E_T^{\text{miss}}\) selections, events are required to have a PV built from at least two reconstructed tracks each with \(pT\) above 400 MeV, and to contain at least one candidate track that passes the track-level selections detailed below. If there are multiple candidate tracks in an event after all selections, the candidate with the highest \(pT\) is selected.

To enrich the selected sample in potential signal events, candidate tracks are required to have \(pT > 50\) GeV, momentum \(p > 150\) GeV, and \(|\eta| < 2.0\). To reject non-prompt background tracks and those inconsistent with the PV, the transverse impact parameter of candidate tracks, \(d_0\), must be less than 2 mm, and the absolute value of the product of the longitudinal impact parameter, \(z_0\), and \(\sin\theta\) must be less than 3 mm.3 Reconstructed tracks must have at least seven clusters across the pixel and SCT detectors, and to be considered a candidate the track must have an associated cluster in the innermost pixel layer if it passes through an active detector module.

To reject tracks from leptonic \(W\) decays, the transverse mass \((m_T)\) of the candidate track and the \(E_T^{\text{miss}}\) in the event must be greater than 130 GeV.4 Tracks from electrons are removed by considering any jets within \(\Delta R = 0.05\) of the candidate track with \(pT > 20\) GeV, and rejecting the track if any such jet has at least 95% of its energy deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter. \(R\)-hadrons are removed by excluding tracks for which any associated jet within \(\Delta R = 0.05\) of the track has a calibrated energy larger than the track momentum. In the metastable \(R\)-hadron signal region, tracks identified as well-reconstructed muons which pass the “medium” quality selection [54] and which have \(pT > 25\) GeV are rejected.

Tracks with high ionisation deposits from multiple SM particles which overlap in the pixel sensors are rejected with two types of isolation selections. The first explicitly requires that no clusters on the track are consistent with two or more tracks [55]. The second requires that the scalar sum of the \(pT\) of other tracks, with \(pT > 1\) GeV and consistent with the PV, in a cone of size \(\Delta R = 0.25\) around the candidate track, must be less than 20 GeV for the metastable \(R\)-hadron selection. To reduce background in
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3 The transverse impact parameter is defined as the distance of closest approach in the transverse plane between a track and the beam-line. The longitudinal impact parameter corresponds to the z-coordinate distance between the point along the track at which the transverse impact parameter is defined and the primary vertex.

4 \(m_T = \sqrt{2pT E_T^{\text{miss}}(1 - \cos(\Delta\phi(E_T^{\text{miss}} \text{track})))}\), where \(\Delta\phi(E_T^{\text{miss}} \text{track})\) is the azimuthal separation between the track and the \(E_T^{\text{miss}}\) vector.
the stable $R$-hadron region in which muons are not vetoed, the isolation selection is tightened to 5 GeV.

At least two pixel clusters, after discarding the cluster with the highest ionisation, must be included in the truncated mean calculation of $dE/dx$ to ensure it is robust. The relative uncertainty in the momentum measurement must be less than 50%. The specific ionisation of the candidate track measured by the pixel detector must be larger than 1.8 MeV g$^{-1}$ cm$^2$. Relative to inclusive generated $R$-hadron events with a mass of 2000 GeV, the efficiency for events to pass all selections, including the trigger, is 12% for stable $R$-hadrons and 19% for those with a lifetime of 10 ns.

7. Background estimation

The expected background contains tracks from SM processes including vector boson, top–quark, and multi-jet production. Tracks from any SM particle can be measured with high $dE/dx$ due to the unlikely sampling of multiple measurements from the long tail of the Landau distribution, from overlapping particles depositing charge in the same pixels, or from spurious pixel hits from low-momentum particles being incorrectly assigned to the high-momentum track. To correctly estimate both the rate of high-momentum tracks in events with large $E^{\text{miss}}_T$ and the probability of measuring a high ionisation energy for those tracks, the background is fully estimated from data.

A template for the momentum distribution of background tracks in signal region (SR) events is obtained from a control region ($p$-CR) in which the isolation requirement is inverted, $dE/dx < 1.8$ MeV g$^{-1}$ cm$^2$, while all other track-level and event-level selections are applied.

The $dE/dx$ distribution, in a few bins of momentum, is obtained for the expected background from a low-$E^{\text{miss}}_T$ data sample in which $E^{\text{miss}}_T < 170$ GeV. Inverting the $E^{\text{miss}}_T$ requirement relative to the high-$E^{\text{miss}}_T$ SR minimises signal contamination in this control region ($dE/dx$-$\text{CR}$), and the lack of correlation between $E^{\text{miss}}_T$ and $dE/dx$ for high-momentum SM tracks allows the $dE/dx$ distribution of the expected background to be derived from low-$E^{\text{miss}}_T$ events which pass all other selections. Since the $E^{\text{miss}}_T$ trigger thresholds varied as a function of time for the collected data, the events in this control region are reweighted so that the ratio of low-to-high $E^{\text{miss}}_T$ events is constant versus time.

The momentum and $dE/dx$ distributions obtained in the control regions (CR)s are used as templates to calculate the shape of the expected mass distribution of candidate tracks from background events. A pair of $p$ and $dE/dx$ values is obtained by randomly sampling from the $p$–$\text{CR}$ distribution and then randomly sampling from the $dE/dx$-$\text{CR}$ distribution in the appropriate $p$-bin. The mass for each pair of $p$ and $dE/dx$ values is calculated as described in Section 5. The resulting background mass distribution is normalised to data in the region where $m < 160$ GeV, in which signal was previously excluded [48,56], before the high ionisation requirement is imposed.

The procedure for estimating both the normalisation and shape of the expected background is validated in a low-momentum validation region (VR) in which the momentum of tracks is required to be between 50 GeV and 150 GeV. The differences between the selections applied to the SR, CR, and VR are shown in Table 1. The control and validation regions are independently produced for both the metastable and stable $R$-hadron SRs. The expected mass distributions in the two validation regions, along with the observed data, are shown in Fig. 3. Good agreement between the data and the prediction in the VR validates the background estimation procedure.

8. Systematic uncertainties

The background estimation technique described in the previous section relies on the lack of correlation between several key kinematic variables in background events. The largest uncertainties in the central value of the background estimate come from possible residual correlations. In particular, the residual correlation between $\eta$ and $dE/dx$ results in an uncertainty in the size of the background estimate ranging from 15% at the lowest mass values to 30% at the highest mass values. This uncertainty is assessed by comparing the nominal background estimate with an estimate performed in $\eta$ bins. Additionally, an uncertainty of 1%–25% in the background yield arises from residual correlations between $p$ and $dE/dx$ for tracks entering the background calculation. This is estimated by reweighting the $p$ template from the $p$-CR by the difference in the $p$ distribution between tracks with high and low $dE/dx$ in the low-$E^{\text{miss}}_T$ region. Similarly, the residual correlation between $E^{\text{miss}}_T$ and $dE/dx$ is probed by rescaling the template $dE/dx$ distribution with a scale factor obtained from the difference between the $dE/dx$ distributions in the VR for tracks in events with high $E^{\text{miss}}_T$ and low $E^{\text{miss}}_T$. This uncertainty ranges from 3% to 12% on the background expectation in different mass windows.

As the background is fully estimated from data, detector or data-taking conditions which affect the measurement of $dE/dx$ are accounted for, as long as the luminosity profile of the control regions matches that of the signal region. The reweighting of the $dE/dx$-$\text{CR}$ control region achieves this. A conservative uncertainty in the time-dependence of the $dE/dx$ measurement is assessed by comparing the background estimate with and without the reweighting, which results in an additional uncertainty of 3%–18% on the background yields. The limited numbers of events in the control regions contribute 6% uncertainty. Other uncertainties in the background estimate are below 5%, including an uncertainty in the shape of the $dE/dx$ tail from the CR and in the different fractions of muons between the CR and SR.

The uncertainty in the expected number of signal events is dominated by the estimation of the production cross-section of gluino–gluino pairs; the calculation of the cross-section and its uncertainty is described in Section 4. The uncertainty ranges from 14% for gluino masses of 600 GeV to 36% for masses of 2200 GeV.

An additional uncertainty in the number of produced signal events
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Table 1
Summary of the different selection requirements applied to the signal region (SR), the validation region (VR), and the control regions (CR).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>VR</th>
<th>p-CR for SR</th>
<th>$dE/dx$ for SR</th>
<th>p-CR for VR</th>
<th>$dE/dx$ for VR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Track momentum [GeV]</td>
<td>$&gt; 150$</td>
<td>$50-150$</td>
<td>$&gt; 150$</td>
<td>$50-150$</td>
<td>$&gt; 150$</td>
<td>$50-150$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{\text{miss}}_T$ [GeV]</td>
<td>$&gt; 170$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$&gt; 170$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$&lt; 170$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ionisation [MeV g$^{-1}$ cm$^2$]</td>
<td>$&gt; 1.8$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$&lt; 1.8$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

5 To account for the dependence of $dE/dx$ on momentum up to the Fermi plateau. The most probable energy loss reaches a constant value, the Fermi plateau, at large $p_T$. 
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of 2.1% is due to the uncertainty in the dataset luminosity, which is measured in dedicated x-y beam-separation scans performed in May 2016 using a method similar to one described in Ref. [57].

The largest uncertainty on the signal efficiency results from the modelling of ISR production, which affects the \( E_{\text{miss}} \) distribution. This uncertainty is estimated as half the difference between the expected number of events calculated with the Pythia 6.4.27 gluino–gluino \( p_T \) distribution and with the distribution reweighted to match that of the MadGraph5_aMC@NLO sample. This uncertainty depends on both the lifetime and mass of the signal sample and ranges from 1% for lifetimes up to 10 ns to 19% for stable samples. Uncertainties ranging from 1% to 6% in the efficiency of the \( dE/dx \) selection are included to account for both the shape difference between the ionisation distributions in data and MC simulation and the scale shift in data due to radiation damage. The efficiency of selecting tracks with at least two measurements used to determine the \( dE/dx \) depends on the operating conditions of the detector and the instantaneous luminosity. The accuracy of the simulation in modelling this efficiency is tested in \( Z \rightarrow \mu\mu \) events in both data and MC simulation; the maximum difference in efficiency as a function of pile-up is found to be 6%, which is taken as an uncertainty. Additional uncertainties, each less than 5%, on the signal selection efficiency are due to uncertainties in how well the simulation models trigger and offline \( E_{\text{miss}} \), the pile-up distribution, the scale and uncertainty of the momentum measurement, and the efficiency for reconstructing stable \( R \)-hadrons as muons.

9. Results

The distributions of the reconstructed mass of candidate tracks in the two signal regions are shown in Fig. 4 for events observed in data, together with the expected background and the predictions from several signal models. The total numbers of expected and observed events in the two SRs as well as in the background CRs and VRs are shown in Table 2. Overall, the number of observed events in the two SRs is consistent with the background expectation.

To quantify the level of agreement between data and background in the shape of the mass distribution, discrete but overlapping asymmetric windows in the reconstructed mass distribution are defined so as to contain at least 70% of the reconstructed mass of a signal sample with a given simulated gluino mass. All windows have an upper boundary of 5000 GeV to remove any unphysical measurements. The lower boundary for a given simulated mass varies slightly for different lifetimes. Twelve windows are used in each of the two signal regions. The compatibility of the observed event counts with the background expectation is tested within
Table 2

The number of events in each CR, VR, and SR for the predicted background, for the expected contribution from two signal models normalised to 36.1 fb$^{-1}$, and in the observed data. The predicted background includes the statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. The uncertainty in the signal yield includes all systematic uncertainties except that in the theoretical cross-section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Pred. Bkg ($\pm$ stat. $\pm$ syst.)</th>
<th>Exp. signal</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metastable</td>
<td>p-CR</td>
<td>$12.0 \pm 0.9$</td>
<td>7397</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dE/dx-CR</td>
<td>$7.2 \pm 0.6$</td>
<td>110019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VR</td>
<td>$140 \pm 4 \pm 28$</td>
<td>0.3 $\pm$ 0.03</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SR</td>
<td>$71 \pm 2 \pm 14$</td>
<td>52.1 $\pm$ 4.2</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>p-CR</td>
<td>$8.0 \pm 1.6$</td>
<td>13108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dE/dx-CR</td>
<td>$10.3 \pm 2.1$</td>
<td>272723</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VR</td>
<td>$168 \pm 5 \pm 32$</td>
<td>0.2 $\pm$ 0.04</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SR</td>
<td>$107 \pm 3 \pm 28$</td>
<td>36.0 $\pm$ 7.2</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Cross-section plot](image)

**Fig. 5.** The 95% CL upper limit on the cross-section as a function of mass for (a) gluinos with lifetime $\tau = 10$ ns decaying into $q\bar{q}$ and a 100 GeV neutralino and for (b) detector-stable gluinos, with the observed limit shown as a solid black line. The predicted production cross-section values are shown in purple along with their uncertainty. The observed upper limit in the case of only background is shown by the dashed black line, with a green $\pm 1\sigma$ and a yellow $\pm 2\sigma$ band. Theory cross-sections are from Refs. [42–46].

Each mass window. The largest deviation from the background-only hypothesis is found to have a local significance of 2.4$\sigma$ and is in the stable R-hadron SR in the mass bin designed to cover a 600 GeV gluino (with a mass window from 500 to 5000 GeV). The source of this deviation is a mild excess of data events relative to the background prediction around 500–800 GeV.

In the absence of any significant excess, model-independent upper limits at 95% CL on the visible production cross-sections are calculated by dividing the number of signal events consistent at the 95% CL with the expected background and observed data in the most inclusive mass window for each SR by the integrated luminosity. For the metastable R-hadron SR, the $p$-value for the background-only hypothesis is 0.15 in the window from 500 to 5000 GeV, and the upper limit on the visible production cross-section is 0.35 fb with an expected limit of 0.25 $\pm$ 0.09 fb. In the stable R-hadron SR mass window from 300 to 5000 GeV, the background-only $p$-value is 0.09 and the model-independent upper limit on the visible production cross-section is 0.88 fb, with an expected limit of 0.57 $\pm$ 0.20 fb. Information in full detail about the expected and observed results in each mass window is provided in Ref. [58].

Expected and observed upper limits on R-hadron production cross-sections are calculated from the background, the expected signal, and the observed event yields in each mass window, using the one-sided profile-likelihood ratio as a test statistic.

The upper limits on the cross-sections are evaluated at 95% CL following the CLs prescription [59]. In this procedure, the uncertainties in the signal and background yields are treated as Gaussian-distributed nuisance parameters. The cross-section upper limits for a gluino R-hadron with lifetime of 10 ns decaying into $q\bar{q}$ and a 100 GeV neutralino and for a detector-stable R-hadron are shown in Fig. 5.

The cross-section limits and the predicted production cross-sections for gluinos are used to set lower limits on expected and observed masses, as a function of lifetime. The excluded regions in the lifetime–mass plane for gluino R-hadrons which decay into a 100 GeV neutralino and quarks are shown in Fig. 6. Masses smaller than 2060 GeV are excluded for the most sensitive lifetime of 10 ns, masses smaller than 1890 GeV are excluded for the stable case, and masses smaller than 1290 GeV are excluded for a lifetime of 1 ns. Sensitivity to signals with lifetimes shorter than 1 ns falls off quickly, and is complemented by searches for disappearing tracks [60] and displaced vertices [61]. The selection and trigger efficiency, and therefore mass sensitivity, is comparable for a wide range of neutralino masses. For neutralino masses that approach the mass of the gluino, the total efficiency drops by up to a factor of three in these highly compressed decays.

10. Conclusion

A search has been performed for stable and metastable non-relativistic long-lived particles produced in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV at the LHC and identified through their large momenta and anomalous specific ionisation energy loss in the ATLAS pixel
Fig. 6. Observed and expected 95% lower limits on the gluino mass in the gluino lifetime–mass plane. The excluded area is to the left of the curves. The observed limit is shown by the red solid line with dot markers with ±1σ of its theoretical uncertainties (σ_theo) shown as dashed-red lines, and the expected limit is shown as a black line with ±1σ of its experimental uncertainties (σ_exp) shown as a yellow band. The 8 TeV results, shown with blue squares, are from Ref. [49] and the 13 TeV results with 3.2 fb^{-1}, shown with pink triangles, are from Ref. [21].

detector. The data sample analysed corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb^{-1} collected by the ATLAS experiment in 2015 and 2016. Results are interpreted assuming the pair production of R-hadrons as composite colourless states of a long-lived gluino and SM partons. With some model-dependent assumptions, a lifetime-dependent lower limit is set on the mass of metastable and stable gluinos inside R-hadrons. Maximum sensitivity is reached for gluinos with lifetimes of 10 ns, for which masses smaller than 2060 GeV are observed to be excluded at the 95% confidence level. Stable gluinos with masses smaller than 1890 GeV are excluded at 95% confidence level.
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